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Research Question

What is the impact of labor immigration on industry structure?
I Employment and wage costs.
I Occupation adjustments: Occ. choice & wages.
I For all, including the immigrants.

Supply shock uneven across occupations (cf. previous presentations)

Test simplest possible factor proportions theory:
I A labor supply shock where immigrants sort into occupations o.
I Industry i intensive in use of an occupation o.
I Labor supply shock to o lowers relative wages.
I Costs/prices decline −→ i grows more than other industries.
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Identification

Policy change externally imposed - ideal natural experiment.

Even so, identification challenge: High growth occupations/industries
attract immigrants.

Our solution: Occupations have high/low language requirements (Lo).
Same strategy as in Hoen (2019).

I Norwegian typically workplace language.
I Utility loss for migrants to enter high Lo occupations

F E.g., language training.
I Labor migrants sort to into low Lo occ.
I A supply shifter for change in immigrant share in o.
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Data

Three main datasets:
1. Balance sheet data for all private sector firms, 2004-2013.

I Total employment & wage costs for industry-commuting zone (CZ)
pairs ir .

2. All job spells + immigration status (country of birth), 2004-2013:
I Immigrant share µFro ≡ LFro/Lro for region-occupation cell ro.
I Factor-intensity matrix λiro ≡ Liro/∑o Liro .
I Restrict to full-time employees.
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Data

3. O*Net occupation characteristics:
I Range from 1=not important to 5=extremely important.
I Take average of oral+written comprehension/expression.
I Get language requirement Lo for 341 STYRK occupations, using

concordance from Hoen (2016).
F Carpenters: -1.50, pre-school teachers: 0.36 (standardized).
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A theoretical model

Purpose:
1 Framework to guide reduced form regressions.
2 GE counterfactual analyses.

Main ingredients:
I Industry-region cell ir produce output with different occupation

intensities.
I Roy model of sorting of immigrants/natives to regions & occupations.

F Aggregate labor supply shock −→ occupational wage adjustment.
F Immigrants disutility (costs) in occupation with high language

requirements.
I Immigrants/natives perfect substitutes within o.
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Baseline Specification

∆lnLir = Kjr + κ
∗
∑
o

λiroµFro + εir ,

Unit of observation:
I i 3-digit industry, r commuting zone (CZ).

Kjr : 2-digit industry-CZ fixed effects:
I Control for trends in industry/region output.
I Only within 2-digit differences in RHS (& instrument) that matters.

Weights λiro refer to 2004 and the change ∆ is 2004 to 2013.
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IV

µFro endogenous: Immigrants may sort into occupations that are used
intensively in high/low growth industries −→ Positive/negative bias.

High language requirement, idisutility for immigrants as this requires
language training to master the language complexity required for that
occupation, i.e. τFro < 1.

Expect that Lo is correlated with µFro (and ∆µFro).

Instrument ∑o λiroµFro with ∑o λiroLo .
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Identification

Identifying variation:
I Avg. language requirements within 2-digit industry, across 3-digits.

Exclusion restriction fails if language requirement & growth otherwise
related.

Our solutions:
1 Control for pre-sample characteristics of the industry:

F Value added, employment, mean wages, wage share & export intensity.
2 Control for the skill-intensity of the industry.

F Share of workers with high school or more.
3 Falsification tests.
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Results : Effects magnitudes

Employment:
Compare 10th and 90th percentile of the immigration shock variable
30% higher employment growth in for 90th vs 10th percentile
industry-region.
However, not very precise estimate. Lower end of the confidence
interval; 6 % employment growth differential

Average wage costs:
14% lower nominal industry wage cost growth in 90th vs 10th
percentile industry.
Note that nominal wage increased by more than 40% over the ten-year
period.
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Mechanisms : Occupation Wages

∆lnwro = αr + β ∆µFro + εro

wro is mean wage in CZ-occupation ro.

Instrument with language requirements .

Result: One % point increase in immigrant share leads to 0.5% lower wages.
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Conclusions

Uneven supply of labor across occupations −→ uneven growth of
industries.

I Immigration has quantitatively large impact on industry growth.

Empirical support for the simplest possible factor proportions story.
I Sorting of workers across occupations first order.
I Relative occupation wages adjust accordingly.

Current status of the paper: CEPR Disc Paper version under revision
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